Your Module Here

IQ LINK has been designed from the ground up to be
extensible, which means IQ LINK can be whatever you
make it.
We’ve built our business on custom software development and
have designed IQ LINK to draw information from wherever you
might have it.
We recognise that it’s important to ensure you maximise the value
you receive from your existing systems. Let us write a custom
IQ LINK module that enables you to access your existing data more
simply, whether from PCs or IQ LINK kiosks.
And the best part? Now your data, previously hidden behind some
cryptic interface, can become available to all your users—even
those with no computer skills at all!

YOUR SYSTEMS, SIMPLIFIED

You know better than we do
how we can help.
In today’s connected world,
every business has a wide
variety of different systems.

KEY BENEFITS

SOME IDEAS

• Get additional value from your
existing applications and systems.

Some are custom-built (even in-house).
Others are massive third-party systems
with data in enormous databases. It’s our
goal to unite all your information
in one place.

• Drive adoption of IQ LINK by
customising it for your business.

• Let your employees access their
training records and identify areas for
improvement. Then let them book
their next training session.

It’s a big task, we know, but we’ve
made it work. While we can build you
a full-featured module to your exact
specifications, most of the time you
already have the information maintained
in an existing system. Rather than
starting from scratch, we work
hand-in-hand with third party
developers to collect your existing
information in IQ LINK.

• Integrate multiple similar systems
in new ways (e.g. add a hardware
smartcard reader to your IQ LINK kiosk
and use your employee access cards to
authenticate users for other systems).
• Provide all your information in a
consistent way to minimise training
costs and limit confusion.
• Make your information available to
new users who don’t have
access to PCs.
• Unify your information systems so
as to build user confidence in a wide
array of systems.

We’ve worked in partnership with the
developers of many other systems
(from the very large to the
very small) to integrate our
customers’ data into our
interfaces. However you
currently store your training
information, your corporate
structure, your inventory or
your accounts; if you want
the information accessible
to your entire workforce, we
can help.
When all your information
is presented in a single,
convenient location (and in
a single, consistent way), your
workforce requires less training to
be more productive.
Expand the value of your existing
systems by putting Your Module Here.

Talk to us today and find out how IQ LINK can help your company:

1800 IQ LINK (1800 47 5465)
iqlink.com.au
IQ LINK is an innovation by iQmultimedia Pty Ltd.

• Let your IQ LINK kiosks operate as
access control points for CARDAX
or similar securiity systems with an
optional smartcard reader.
• Allow your users to clock in and out
and record their time on site.
• Perform interactive video site
inductions for visitors.

